Let k be a perfect field of characteristic p ≥ 3. Let X be a non-supersingular K3 surface over k, and Ψ the enlarged formal Brauer group associated to X. We consider the deformation space of X. In this note, we show that the local moduli space M
Introduction
Throughout this note, we let p be an odd prime number. Let k be a perfect field of characteristic p. Let σ be the absolute frobenius automorphism on k. Let W be the ring of Witt vectors of k. We also use σ to denote the induced frobenius on W .
Fix a K3 surface X over k of finite height h (1 ≤ h ≤ 10). Let Art k be the category of artinian local k-algebras. Consider the formal deformation functor M of X that sends every object R in Art k to the isomorphism classes of formal deformations X of X over R. Then M is formally smooth of dimension 20 over k, i.e. there is a non-canonical isomorphism
If X is ordinary, i.e. h = 1, then it is known that M admits a natural formal group structure. More precisely, let D <1 and D ≤1 be the deformation space of the formal Brauer group Φ and the enlarged formal Brauer group Ψ associated to X respectively. Then they are formally smooth of dimension h − 1 and 22 − 2h over k respectively and there are natural morphisms
which are formally smooth ( [NO], Cor.(3.21) ). (The first map α sends a deformation of X to its associated enlarged formal Brauer group, and the second map β sends a deformation of Ψ to its connected component.) Then if h = 1, the morphism α is an isomorphism ( [N] , Thm.1.6) and
is a p-divisible formal group, where 
Thus, for example, for any R in Art k , the set M •• (R) consists of isomorphism classes of deformations X of X over R such that the associated enlarged formal Brauer group of X is the trivial deformation of Ψ.
The aim of this note is to construct a natural formal group structure on M •• and show that this formal group is p-divisible.
In the case of local deformations of p-divisible groups or abelian varieties over k, Chai has discovered natural "multi-extensions" (called cascades) of p-divisible formal groups acting fully faithfully on the completions of leaves, which generalize the classical SerreTate coordinates in the ordinary case ([C1], Thm.7.7 and [C3] , §4.3; see [C2] , Thm.7.1 for two slopes case). Our result can be regarded as a generalization of Chai's results to the local deformations of K3 surfaces. The main difference is that in our case, there is no geometric object corresponding to the slope greater than one part in the crystalline cohomology group H 2 cris (X/W ) of degree two of the K3 surface X. Instead of studying the whole deformation space of the crystal H 2 cris (X/W ) and figuring out the subspace coming from deformations of X as in the approach of Chai, we use the explicit description of crystals over k [[t] ], and show that there is no p-torsion element in
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Group structure on
cris (X/W ) be the crystalline cohomology of the K3 surface X. Consider the slope decomposition
The slope less than one part H <1 is the covariant Cartier module of the formal Brauer group Φ of X and the slope one part H 1 corresponds to the maximalétale quotient of Ψ. The splitting is unique since X is of finite height and k is perfect ( [K] , Thm.1.6.1).
In this section, a crystal Q over R for an object k → R in Art k will mean a crystal over R relative to W → R through k and the canonical divided power structure on (W, pW ).
The extension functor E.
For ι : k → R an artinian local k-algebra, let
be the pull-back crystals on R. They are F -crystals over R. Define E(R) to be the set of isomorphism classes of F -crystals P on R which is an extension of H >1 by H <1 :
For two objects P 1 , P 2 in E(R), define a binary operation P = P 1 + P 2 by the Baer sum as in the following diagram:
where P ′ is the pull-back of P 1 ⊕ P 2 along the diagonal embedding ∆(x) = (x, x) and P is the push-out of P ′ along module sum Σ(y, z) = y + z for sections x, y, z. This defines the same P as one reverses the order of pull-back and push-out:
Here P ′′ is the push-out along Σ and P is the the pull-back along ∆.
Lemma. Under the Baer sum binary operation, the functor E is a group functor.
Proof. This is a routine checking.
The map
If X over R is a deformation of X, then the crystalline cohomology
Then there is a natural embedding
and the cup product is perfect on this subspace H 1 .
Proof. The triviality of the deformation of the group Ψ associated to X (which is just Ψ × k R) implies that there is an embedding of F -crystals over R
by [NO], Thm.(3.20) . Together with [NO] , Prop.(3.17), one sees that the restriction of the cup-product on H to H 1 is perfect.
Lemma. Let P be the orthogonal complement of H 1 with respect to the cup product pairing. Then P ∈ E(R).
Proof. Still by [NO], Thm.(3.20) , the Dieudonné module of the dual of the associated formal Brauer group of X gives the desired filtration.
Note the value of P at R has an extra filtration
coming from the second Hodge filtration on the de Rham cohomology
Let (R, m) be an object in Art k , where m is the maximal ideal of R. Let Y, Z be deformations of X in M •• (R). Assume m n = 0 for some positive integer n.
, we could regard the natural quotient R i+1 → R i as a PD-thickening of R i with the trivial PD-structure on the kernel. Let P, Q, P i , Q i be the corresponding deformations of the crystal H associated to Y, Z, Y i , Z i respectively. Define a new K3 surface "Y + Z" over R successively by defining K3 surfaces (Y + Z) i over R i in the following procedure:
(0) Given a K3 surface X over R i+1 , one gets a pair X × R i+1 R i , Fil X ⊂ H 2 dR (X/R i+1 ) consisting of a K3 surface over R i and a rank one free and cofree R i+1 -submodule Fil X of H 2 dR (X/R i+1 ) coming from the Hodge filtration on the de Rham cohomology. Note Fil X is isotropic with respect to the cup product.
Under the above application, we have a one-to-one correspondence (see [D] , Th.2.1.11 and its proof) {isomorphism classes of K3 surfaces over
, where the second set consists of isomorphism classes of pairs of a K3 surface X over R i and an isotropic free and cofree submodule of H 2 cris (X/(R i /W )) (R i+1 ) that lifts Fil X ⊂ H 2 dR (X/R i ) via the restriction and the canonical identification
(1) Over R 1 = R/m, we have
Thus the new K3 surface Y + Z will also be a deformation of X.
(2) Suppose we have defined (Y + Z) i over R i . Define (Y + Z) i+1 over R i+1 to be the K3 surface corresponding to the pair
by the remark in step (0) above. Here
is the induced filtration from the filtrations Fil Y i+1 ⊂ P i (R i+1 ) and Fil Z i+1 ⊂ Q i (R i+1 ) associated to Y i+1 and Z i+1 respectively under the Baer sum P i + Q i in §2.1.
Proof. This is trivial.
Theorem. The above binary operator defines a natural group structure on the formal scheme M •• . Furthermore this group M •• is a formal group law of dimension h − 1 over k. 
any lift X of X over k [ǫ] with trivial deformation of the enlarged formal Brauer group is given by a map
(cf. [D] , proof of Th.2.1.11), and the group structure reduces to the usual sum (cf. see Section 3 below for explicit computation).
Divisibility
In order to show that the formal group law on M •• defined above is p-divisible, it suffices to show that there is no non-trivial p-torsion element in the Cartier module of M •• . For this purpose, we may and do assume that k is algebraically closed. We will use the explicit describtion of crystals over k [[t] ] as in [K] , §2.4.
Since k is algebraically closed, we can choose basis {a i }, {b i } for H <1 , H >1 (regarded as free W -modules) such that the absolute frobenius F on them is given by
respectively and the cup product pairing < , > is given by
for all i, j. Here the index i is to be understood as the residue modulo h.
3.1. The trivial extension.
] be the structure morphism. As before, we write H <1 = ι * H <1 and
, the (inverse images of the) elements {a i , b i } gives rise to a basis, still denote them by a i , b i , such that
If we change the basis which respects the filtration
and reduces to the direct sum as tensoring W over W [[t] ] by considering the new basis
The cup product reads
for all 1 ≤ i, j ≤ h. These formulas give the conditions that a trivial extension of H >1 by H <1 which deforms H <1 ⊂ H <1 ⊕ H >1 should satisfy.
Freeness of p-torsion.
Now we are ready to show the following.
Theorem. The formal group law on M •• defined in Section 2 is p-divisible.
] such that the associated enlarged formal group of X is the trivial deformation of Ψ. As before we let H be the crystal over k [[t] ] given by the second crystalline cohomology of X and P be the orthogonal complement of ι * H 1 in H. Then one has an exact sequence
Since the crystal H = P ⊕ H 1 comes from a K3 surface X, the frobenius F on H is of rank 1 when modulo p because H 2 (X, O) is of rank 1 (see [D] , (1.3.1.4)). Thus
Totally we have
• If α ij ≡ 0, then α ji ≡ 0 (mod p) by (4).
• For j = 1, 2, . . . , h − 1, by (2),
Thus by (5), if α i+1,j+1 ≡ 0, then α ij ≡ 0 for j = 1, 2, . . . , h − 1.
• Put j = 1 in (2):
which implies α ih ≡ 0 (mod p).
Thus inductively via (6), we have α ij ≡ 0 for all i, j. Therefore the deformation P (and hence H) is trivial. 
4.4. The p-divisible formal group M •• should only depend on the crystalline cohomology H of X. It would be interesting to determine the Cartier/Dieudonné module of M •• in terms of H. For the case of p-divisible groups and abelian varieties, see [C2] , § §4, 5, and 8.
